Does your paper show that you know how to write a paper meeting the E20 grading criteria following what you have learned in your 1A class?

Does your paper show that you understand Kushner’s concept of “hidden message”?
BLUE OPTION TOPIC 1

NEW CINDERELLA REVIEW + QUESTION:

KUSHMAN’S CONCEPTS OF ORGANIZATION AND DEVELOPMENT. HIS RULES OF CRITICAL THINKING, ETC.

LOVE STORY

SEE KUSHMAN AS AN EXAMPLE OF HOW TO APPLY OUR PW/CT MODELS TO AN ANALYSIS OF A FILM OR NOVEL. HE USES SIMILAR CONCEPTS.

BEE

YOUR PAPER

DOES YOUR PAPER SHOW THAT YOU KNOW HOW TO USE OUR MODELS TO ANALYZE AND EVALUATE THE “ARGUMENTS” IN LOVE STORY?

DOES YOUR PAPER SHOW THAT YOU KNOW HOW TO USE OUR PW/CT MODELS TO ORGANIZE A PAPER?

IS YOUR PAPER FORMATTED ACCORDING TO OUR BLUE GUIDELINES?